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Club Information

To learn more about photography, 
to share your skills and experience 
or simply to enjoy photographic 
time with like-minded people, 
come to a meeting or contact us at 
info@wairarapacameraclub.org
Meetings start at 7:30 pm on the 
first Tuesday of every month from 
February to November, at the 
Education Centre, 22 Dixon Street, 
Masterton.

WCC, PO BOX 502, Masterton
www.wairarapacameraclub.org

All questions, submissions and 
general information regarding this 
newsletter should be made to the 
Editor, Nik Player. 
nikplayer@me.com

Letter From The President

Camera Club News
Hi all, welcome to another new year of camera club ! The 
syllabus is up on the website so you can start to get your 
competition photos ready. Summer lacked its usual sunshine 
this year but lets hope Autumn brings us some good 
weather. I must confess I prefer Autumn for landscapes !
We have our first photo-shoot this weekend on Sunday 21st. 
It will be Macro themed and we will have a BBQ too. See 
you at Henley Lake 6:30pm

Regards Nik

Editors Monthly Photo

Please note that the printed syllabus cards sent out to mem-
bers have the incorrect contact numbers for Carolyn Smith 
and Rita Middleton.
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WINNING PRINT
“Re!action”  By Carolyn Smith

WINNING PROJECTED IMAGE
“Light Re!eshments” By Richard Lambert

Competition: Soda Straws
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Competition Results
Prints

Bruce Levy    Brokeback Camel    M

Richard Lambert   Light Refreshments    M Winner

A Accepted 1 Point  |  C Commended 2 Points  |  M Merit 3 Points  |  HC Highly Commended 4 Points  |  H Honours 5 Points

Franz Marwitz    3 Cheers     M

Tim McMahon    Coaxial Cable     M

Karen McCosh    Belle Of  The Ball    C

Karen McCosh    Dancing In The Dark    M

Carolyn Smith    Refraction     HC Winner

Carolyn Smith    Bubble Straw     HC

Sid Hayes    Sipping Soda     C

Les Wong    Straw Black     M

Les Wong    Straw Away     M

Projected
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Have You Ever Wondered About ?

A little series of  articles by Tim McMahon that go a little behind some of  the ideas and rules we learn 
as photographers, to explain why or how those rules came to be.
If  there is anything about making digital photographs that you’ve wondered about, email me at 
tim.mcmahon@me.com and if  I can find the explanation I’ll try to include it in a future newsletter. .

Have you ever wondered about ….
	
 … how digital cameras record colour?

Digital cameras don’t actually measure colour in light.  They record only levels of  light energy:  effectively 
three levels of  grayscale per pixel!
But what about the vibrant colours I can get in my digital camera? you ask.  (Well, lucky you, I say!)
You’ve heard of  ‘smoke and mirrors’?  Digital imaging is like that!  
However, instead of  mirrors the camera system uses filters.  (By the way, if  there’s smoke, you’d better 
get ready for an insurance claim.)

Consider a 12 megapixel camera.  Its 
sensor consists of  a grid of  picture 
elements (pixels) that is 4000 pixels wide 
and 3000 pixels deep (at least that’s what is 
says in the brochure).
In fact, a 12 megapixel camera has 8000 x 
6000 light sensitive detectors, which are 
arranged in bunches of  4 under a grid of  
tiny filters. 
The filters screen the incoming light into its 
red, blue and green components.  The 
sensor elements themselves respond only 
to light energy (the amount of  light) but not 
directly to its colour.  Software in your 
camera’s in-built computer puts the energy 
information back together to get a 
numerical representation of  how much red, 
blue and green must have arrived at the 
pixel.  Combining the R,G, and B gives a 
unique perceptible ‘colour’.
Observant readers will have noticed that 
the drawing shows two green filters for 
every red or blue filter.  Sensors are made 
that way because human beings’ eyes 
evolved in a world that was dominated by 
green (not so much now, sadly), and are 
more sensitive to subtle tones in green than 
in other colours.  Consequently, cameras 
are made to capture twice as much green 
information to ensure a digital image 
contains enough green tones to represent 
what we would expect to see.
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The photoelectric elements themselves are like a bucket of  
switches, more of  which are turned on depending how much light 
energy comes in.
The photoelectric element in this picture has recorded a small 
amount of  light energy.
In an earlier edition of  the newsletter (May 2011) I said that most 
digital cameras record their digital data as “8-bit” numbers.  That is 
not true of  modern digital sensors.  Most sensors are, in fact, 16-bit 
devices, of  which 12 bits are available to record light energy.  So 
what? you ask.  The important thing about this is that the camera’s 
sensor can record 4096 different levels of  raw light energy, per 
primary colour, at each pixel.
Combining these 4096 possible amounts of  red, with 4096 possible 
amounts of  green, and 4096 possible amounts of  blue, means that 
a raw digital image could have as many as 4096 X 4096 X 4096 (= 
nearly 70 billion!) unique colours.
This shows again one of  the disadvantages of  setting your camera 
to record in sRGB.  sRGB is an 8-bit colour space.  It records (only) 
256 levels of  red, 256 levels of  green, and 256 levels of  blue for a 
total of  256 X 256 X 256 (roughly 17 million) unique colours.  
Converting a raw 12-bit image into 8-bits, inside the camera, 
immediately compromises some of  the tonal subtlety in an image.  
This can have significant effects if  you are wanting to make 
adjustments to your image in ‘post processing’ with, say, Lightroom, 
Picasa, or Photoshop.  In areas of  subtle tonal shifts – like skies – 
adjusting sRGB files can often result in ugly and noticeable 
‘banding’ or ‘posterisation’.

Main lesson?  Always shoot in raw if  your camera allows. 

Thinking about camera sensors gives a fascinating insight into the 
degree of  miniaturisation in modern electronics.
A ‘full frame’ sensor records an image on an area that is 36X24 mm.  
If  the camera is a (old, now) 12 megapixels, there are 8000 filters 
and sensor elements along the 36 mm dimension.  Each one of  
those filters and sensor elements is only 4.5 microns (millionths of  a metre) across – 20 of  them could 
be fitted into the diameter of  an average human hair!  
Digital camera engineers must have small fingers.  And getting smaller.  The new Nikon D800 just 
announced is 36 megapixels, with each filter and sensor element being just over 2 microns across.
Good grief !

Finally.  If  you want something more useful or interesting than my ramblings in this part of  the 
newsletter, please  email me tim.mcmahon@me.com and I’ll do my best to be responsibly responsive.
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